
SHRUB PLOT 
 

Shrubs are used in the landscape for several purposes. Wonderfully beautiful backdrops 
for perennials, grasses, and other plants can be created using a variety of shrubs. Privacy 
screens or borders can be created by planting columnar shrubs. Also, shrubs can be used to 
attract pollinators and birds into our landscapes which will benefit fruit trees and vegetables. All 
of these usages are demonstrated in the Marion Garden Shrub Plot with many beautiful and 
various shrubs. 

The snowball viburnum and escallonia, for example, provide dramatic backdrops for both 
lavender and hardy fuchsias, and because of their size they have not been planted at the 
forefront of the garden but in the center of their beds. Knowing the full-growth size and garden 
placement of shrubs is essential before selected a new shrub. Nursery plants are usually one to 
three feet tall, and we may think they will look great adjacent to an existing nandina, but the new 
shrub might well grow to ten feet tall and spread to six feet, thus hiding its neighbors.  

The different shapes, sizes, and textures of arborvitae, boxwood, and Japanese barberry 
are demonstrated in different locations to show potential landscape usages. Boxwoods and 
Japanese barberries can grow to different heights and could be utilized as privacy screening or 
to disguise a neighbor’s fence instead of the more common arborvitae. The boxwood and 
Japanese barberry both offer a variety of colors and textures, whereas the arborvitae is mainly 
green.  

Bees and birds are attracted to the garden by the flowers and foliage of shrubs such as 
winter jasmine, daphne, and snowberries. By planting shrubs and perennials which bloom 
successively, there are almost always plants to attract wildlife and pollinators to the Shrub Plot 
throughout the year. The foliage of the evergreen oak tree and escallonia, for example, also 
provide much needed shelter for birds. 

Shrubs can also be utilized to create different or separate spaces within the landscape. 
For example, in a shadeless yard the sun-loving forsythia, escallonia, and arborvitae can be 
planted in such a way as to create a hidden shady nook for a child’s den or fairy garden or to 
provide the perfect spot to plant hostas or other shade-loving plants. And the growing habits of 
some shrubs, such as boxwood or barberry, will create hedges to divide larger spaces into 
smaller, disparate garden rooms. 

While visiting the Shrub Plot, please note that each shrub Identity Tag has a “PG” 
number. The “PG” denotes the Pruning Group for that plant, which indicates the optimal time to 
prune. While a general rule is to prune after blooming, the PG number gets more specific. This 
list of Pruning Groups comes from The American Horticultural Society A-Z Encyclopedia of 
Garden Plants and can be found in the plot’s “Take One” bin attached to post behind the Rose 
of Sharon. PGs help the gardener with timing but shapes are up to nature or individual 
preferences. For the most part, Master Gardeners rely on nature to determine what a shrub will 
be, round or columnar, etc. And, we never remove more than one-third of a shrub or tree at any 
one time as that can send the plant into shock and it could possibly die. Periodically throughout 
the year we will hold pruning workshops in the Shrub Plot demonstrating proper pruning 
techniques; watch for these on our calendar. 



Come on out to the Marion Garden and visit the Shrub Plot to experience full-grown 
shrubs, with their differing colors, sizes, and textures before selecting similar plants for your own 
landscape. 

 


